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Use intelligent automated answers to solve issues
faster
matters.
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Use less resource
serv more employees by
minimizing repetitive tasks with automated
workflows and case management.

Allow HR and IT to configure digital workflows
that manage employee lifecycle events across
multiple departments on a single platform.

Ensure working with HR
is fast, easy,
and enjoyable, and empower employees
with omni-channel self-service that reduces
cost of service delivery.

Use powerful insights to gain greater
visibility of your workforce’s needs to
plan and drive operational
improvements.

t
Solving issues manually means less time for
strategic areas of the business and pressing
priorities, such as
and
employee-focused initiatives.

When employees don’t have access to
a physical, centralized HR platform that
provides useful information, frustration and
manual requests increase, as barriers
prevent employees from resolving issues
themselves.

When the onboarding process is dated and/
or disorganized, it creates an immediate poor
experience for new employees. Automating
onboarding and other processes improves
productivity and provides fast, consumer-style
service that makes it easy for employees to get
the services they need.

When HR teams are swamped with requests
and information but still using manual, siloed
processes, their ability to get questions to
the right people who can answer, and
respond in a timely manner is impacted,
creating a negative experience for both
HR and employees.

* Source: "HR Technology Market 2019: Disruption Ahead," by Josh Bersin,2018.
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ServiceNow’s integrated HR Service Delivery suite of applications are designed to meet the expectations of
today’s modern workforce by delivering a next-generation employee experience with intelligent workflows,
effortless services, all while unlocking enterprise-wide productivity. Whether it’s a simple request for information or
a multi-departmental process like onboarding, we make it easy for employees to get the services they need.

